
The Central Shura Council of Shahid al-Mihrab holds its regular meeting and
discusses the post-liberation phase of Mosul and the upcoming security

challenges

The Central Shura Council of the Shahid Al-Mihrab held its periodic meeting at the office of

the head of the National Iraqi Alliance, Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim Monday 10/7/2017.

\r\n

Discussions covered the most important developments in the security and military situation and

the post-victory phase in Mosul toppling the alleged Daesh caliphate, plus discussing the

latest political situation, the future conferences to be held, and the resuming meetings of the

Iraqi House of Representatives for its last tenure quarter.

\r\n

Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim explained in his speech that Iraq succeeded in recovering its soil and

broke Daesh in terms of military, Daesh no longer controls any of the provinces of Iraq, with

exceptin of some cities, his eminence pointed that the victory would not have been achieved

without the Supreme Religious Authority Fatwa and that was responded by the believers who have

converted weakness to a great will that made victory over Daesh, stressed care provision to

wounded and families of the martyrs, who are the title of the sacrifice, and pointed out that

these care provision roles are not only governmental roles, but roles all should be involved

from state to social levels, his eminence considered the fight against corruption of the most

important battles in the coming period, because Corruption is another type of terrorism that

devours the resources and future of the people, and this requires activation of laws that

eliminate the corruption that is finding protections through gaps in legal clauses or because

of unclear legal measure.

\r\n

His eminence renewed warning of terrorists resorting to operations targeting civilians to

respond to his defeat and to damage the joy of victory, recalled the bombing of Karrada, which

followed the liberation of Fallujah, his eminence called on security services to develop plans

that suitable to nature of challenges and reduce manifestations of militarization in the Iraqi

street.

\r\n

Regarding the conference to be held mid-July in Baghdad, his eminence stated that the location

of conference is important, but the time of the conference is not appropriate so let\'s

postpone it to a better condition, noted that the presence of wanted individuals is

unacceptable, and called for adopting patriotism as basis for any conference and that includes



all other components and not to be limited to a specific component.

\r\n

With regard to elections and electoral entitlement, conferees stressed the importance and

necessity of complying with constitutional timing of the submitting electoral entitlement and

finalizing the new electoral law that would guarantee justice for all.

\r\n

At the Shahid Al-Mihrab movement level, Sayyid Ammar al-Hakim stressed the need to conduct

visits and solve the problems of people and follow up the work of local governments, his

eminence praised the efforts made to provide service to people, stressed the commitment to

religious rules and commands relayed through the religious authority and care provision to

families of martyrs.


